Management of psychiatric complications in unrelated donor before unrelated peripheral hematopoietic stem cell collections
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Abstract: Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation can efficiently treat patients with severe hematological diseases. A human leukocyte antigen-compatible donor is required for performing transplantation. The occurrence of unexpected acute severe diseases in a donor can compromise the feasibility of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. However, when a severe health problem occurs in a donor while the recipient has already received a conditioning regimen, hematologists have to find the best solutions for the recipient, while the team in charge of the donor has to find the best medical solutions for the donor. We describe here the occurrence of psychiatric acute complications in an unrelated donor while the myeloablative conditioning regimen had already been given to the recipient. We report the successive decisions that were made in an emergency based upon the expertise of physicians specialized in hematology, apheresis, cell therapy, and psychiatry to preserve the donor’s health and recipient’s life.
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Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is a therapeutic option to cure patients with severe hematological diseases.1 When a patient needs allogeneic HSCT, a human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-matched donor must be found. Such donor can be found first among the patient’s family (HLA-sibling donor); if no donor is available, then a donor can be selected among the registered volunteer donors in the international donor registry (unrelated donor).1 Before transplantation, predonation consultations must be performed for all types of donors.2 These consultations are performed by a hematologist and an anesthetist in the case of bone marrow hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) collection or by an apheresis physician for a peripheral blood HSC collection (PBSC). The purpose of these consultations is to assess the risk of transmitted infectious diseases from the donor to the recipient, detect potential medical risks for the donor, and explain to the donor each stage of the donation process and potential adverse events. At the end of these consultations, the donor’s agreement should be obtained.2

The occurrence of donor adverse events or complications after bone marrow or PBSC harvest has been extensively described.3–6 However, the occurrence of complications before HSC collections and in particular before PBSC harvest has only been poorly described.7 Before PBSC harvest, the injection of granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) often induces bone and muscular pains and can also induce fatigue or headaches.5–7 Such complications are well known and can be easily prevented or treated. Other
complications rarely occur in the donor, but if a complication such as an infection appears before the recipient conditioning regimen has begun, the G-CSF injections and PBSC collection process are stopped. In contrast, if such complications occur after the recipient conditioning regimen has begun, the donor is treated and PBSC collection has to be performed. The recipient’s life is threatened if massive chemotherapy or irradiation prescribed as conditioning regimen is not followed by stem cell infusion. Psychiatric complications in the donor can occur but are often linked to the donation process and never require medical prescription or hospitalization. We describe here the serious psychiatric complications subsequent to the donation process itself from an unrelated donor at the very beginning of the recipient myeloablative conditioning regimen. Potential replacement solutions at that particular moment of the process are discussed.

**Case report**

A 35-year-old French male unrelated donor 10/10 was selected to perform a PBSC donation for allogeneic HSCT to a European patient. The donor gave his consent for the stem cell collection and for the analysis of the clinical features and biological parameters involved in this cell collection. Less than 30 days before the collection procedure by apheresis, the donor was evaluated during a preapheresis consultation by both the hematologist and apheresis physician. The patient was declared able to receive the injection of G-CSF and undergo the apheresis process. He had no significant medical history and showed no previous psychiatric episodes. The donor understood the stages of the PBSC donation, agreed on the medications (subcutaneous injections of G-CSF) and apheresis sessions, and signed the agreement.

As usual, the day before the injection, the nurse in charge of the allogeneic HSCT coordination phoned the donor to ensure that there were no clinical or logistical problems. Two days after beginning of the G-CSF injections (ie, 2 days before the apheresis sessions), the donor’s sister called the apheresis center explaining that the donor felt very tired and had developed psychiatric complications such as hearing voices. The medical staff decided to hospitalize the donor in emergency for a psychiatric evaluation in order to treat him, appreciate whether he still had his discernment, and know whether he still agreed on continuing the PBSC donation process. The practitioner in charge of unrelated donors in the French donor registry was informed.

After visiting the donor, the first psychiatrist concluded that the patient had occurrence of a strong depression and absence of psychosis and treated him with antidepressive and sedative oral medications. The psychiatrist concluded that the donor still had his discernment, that the PBSC harvesting could continue during a short hospitalization in a hematological unit, and that a hospitalization in a psychiatric unit was necessary after PBSC harvesting. The donor still agreed to perform the PBSC harvesting. In parallel, the donor informed us that he had a brother who had been followed up for acute myeloid leukemia and treated by allogeneic HSCT and who unfortunately died from acute graft-versus-host disease 1 year before. At that moment, ie, 2 days before the apheresis, the G-CSF injections were still given. The physician in charge of the French allogeneic donor’s registry informed the European hematological team in charge of the recipient. Besides this, the recipient had already received the complete myeloablative regimen.

The day after, ie, the day before the planned PBSC collection, a second psychiatrist examined the patient and concluded that the patient was experiencing a psychotic syndrome. The psychiatrist decided to hospitalize the donor in a psychiatric unit, under enforcement. All these decisions led to the withdrawal of the PBSC donation process and G-CSF injection. The apheresis and hematological staff worked together to ask for further complementary psychiatric expertise. At the same time, the staff questioned the ethical committee who concluded that the donation could not proceed further without the donor’s discernment. As the recipient had received the entire myeloablative conditioning regimen, the registry staff looked for HLA-compatible 4/6 or 5/6 cord blood (CB) units in emergency.

The day after, the donor was evaluated by a third psychiatrist independent from the apheresis, hematological, and registry staff. The psychiatrist concluded that the donor was going through a depression without evidence for a psychotic episode and that he still had his discernment and still agreed on performing the PBSC donation for the unrelated donor. The medical enforcement was removed, and the G-CSF injection was prescribed again.

The PBSC harvest started with a 1-day delay. A fourth psychiatrist and nurse specialized in psychiatry evaluated the donor just before, and were present during, the PBSC apheresis session. The psychiatric expert in allogeneic organ and cell donations confirmed the diagnosis of major depressive episode according to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, fourth edition, criteria without mood-incongruent delusions or hallucinations. These last two psychiatrists confirmed the need for antidepressive mediation. Again, the donor signed an agreement stipulating that he agreed to perform one or two apheresis sessions. The apheresis sessions were performed by spectra device and were uneventful. An amount of 1.70×10^6 CD34+HSCs/kg (depending on the recipient’s weight) was collected during the first apheresis session. The donor and psychiatric team in charge agreed to
perform a second apheresis session, which permitted collection of $0.75 \times 10^6 \text{CD34}+\text{HSCs/kg}$. No complication occurred during and after the first and second apheresis sessions.

A total of $2.45 \times 10^6 \text{CD34}+/\text{kg}$ allogeneic PBSC was infused to the recipient with a 36-hour delay. The recipient engrafted within 25 days. In parallel, 3 weeks after beginning of the treatment, the donor went back home and worked normally.

**Discussion**

This case report describes the successful management of psychiatric disorder occurring before harvesting and, in particular, during mobilization of HSCs. Psychiatric complications before, during, and after PBSC are rare and consist of anxiety, fatigue, and anorexia.\(^7\) In our case, we asked the pharmacist company whether G-CSF could cause depressive or pseudopsychotic symptoms such as hearing voices. The company confirmed the absence of such side effects with G-CSF. The successive psychiatric evaluations concluded that the patient had depressive symptoms, absence of psychosis, and persistence of discernment, and the donor still agreed on donating. Fatigue and depressive symptoms were linked to the donor’s private life.

The donor center, apheresis and hematological teams responsible for the donor, and the French Registry and hematologist in charge of the recipient were encouraged to find solutions in this very critical situation after the recipient had already received the myeloablative conditioning regimen. The strategy was to find CB units if the donation was not possible. In the same very short period of time, we asked for psychiatric expertise from a psychiatrist expert in organ donations and psychiatrists in charge of exclusion criteria for the donation process. The psychiatric evaluations concluded it was possible to perform the PBSC with persistence of the donor’s discernment. Moreover, for personal and psychological reasons, it was important for the donor to donate his HSCs, which reinforced the decision to perform the PBSC. The cytopheresis was performed with 1-day delay considering the fact that G-CSF was stopped during 1 day. This schedule was not optimal but enabled us to harvest a sufficient number of HSCs in only two apheresis sessions.

The retrospective analysis of the events that occurred for this donor led to the conclusion that no abnormality was caused by the decisions taken by the teams in charge of the donor. The donor had not mentioned his psychological and personal problems to any of the staff members in charge of the collection process. This reinforced the fact that a psychological evaluation should be performed on the donor to search for potential psychological, social, or private issues that could interfere with the donation. In our particular case, a psychological evaluation had not shown any contraindication. The successive evaluation had to be performed in a very short period of time, to keep or to reject the PBSC strategy, for the same donor, while a second solution from another donor or HSC source, such as CB units was being searched. This complication also illustrated the stress induced by the HSC donation. The donor had private issues, but the intensity of the psychological complications was maximal when beginning the G-CSF treatment. This raised the question of the psychological issues and motivations of allogeneic HSCT unrelated donors.\(^3,4\)

This case report illustrates the complexity of the interactions encountered in allogeneic HSCT procedures. To prevent the occurrence of complications in both HSC donor and HSCT recipient or to timely and efficiently react in a coordinated manner, a global organization of the stages of action of the teams in charge should be defined according to the stages of mobilization, collection, transport, and HSCT. The teams in charge have to ensure the safety of the donor before and after HSC donation.\(^8\) For this purpose, nurses and hematologists qualified in allogeneic transplantation and doctors qualified in apheresis should check the various stages (contraindications for HSC donation, for mobilization using G-CSF, for apheresis) and safety of the donors at each stage. In case of a complication, these teams must be immediately able to manage the medical complications in the donor with the assistance of their local medical network. At the same time, the national team in charge of the coordination between the donor collection and HSCT allogeneic transplantation should be informed. In practice, each country develops a national agency and subsequent departments themselves, coordinated to perform each HSC collection and allogeneic HSCT. All the departments and units involved in HSC collection and allogeneic HSCT should analyze the problem and help to find solutions together, considering the safety of the donor and recipient and preserving the ethical rules. The team in charge of the recipient should ensure allogeneic HSCT, including sufficient numbers of CD34+ cells as well as prophylactic and curative treatments of the complications. If the allogeneic HSCT cannot be performed, this team should find a replacement HSCT, for example by performing a CB allogeneic transplantation, and can be helped by the department in charge of the allogeneic HSCT coordination to find a CB HSC graft in emergency. The rules for good practices in HSC collection and transplantation are defined in each country. However, the guidelines given by accreditation organizations such as Joint Accreditation Committee can be considered as universal and applied by most of the teams who perform HSC collection and transplantation.\(^9\) Moreover,
the different teams can be assisted by ethical committees to define the medical rules that must be followed in these particular situations.

Conclusion

While most of stem cell collections are performed in routine practice without occurrence of any complication, the knowledge of unusual complications allows anticipation of them during the procedure. For all complications, all teams in charge have to work in close collaboration to decide on the best solution to perform allogeneic HSCT in emergency situations while preserving the donor’s health and recipient’s life.
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